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Introduction to a new paradigm of systems thinking for IT organizations

Scope of this report

Geography Industry Services Focus areas
Global Pan-industry Digital services Emerging technologies, platforms, 

innovation, and inter-industry networks

The role of IT organization is evolving from a run and efficiency mandate to drive business growth, change, and innovation. The traditional model of technology stack is being replaced from 
a systems of records and efficiency mandates to that of Systems of Growth. This new paradigm of systems thinking is centered around customer journeys that are extending beyond 
traditional enterprise boundaries tapping into inter-enterprise networks. 

In this report, we explore the drivers for organizations adopting a systems of growth thinking. We focus on:
 Revenue-enablement mindset for IT organizations as drivers for systems of growth thinking
 Business case for systems of growth approach
 Operationalizing systems of growth through investments in data, platform, customer journeys, process maps, and ecosystem
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 The Enterprise technology strategy is being challenged by two forms of disruption – outside-in disruptions and inside-out disruptions
 An exciting array of exponential technologies are making their way through the ideate to activate to scaled enterprise adoption stages
 A platform-based operating model in combination with a data exchange is the foundation for future success

 Systems of growth thinking results in product, channel, and business model innovation. They are vehicles to fuel, manage, and/or respond to the 
disruption at enterprise scale (and speed)

 Systems of growth conversations will be shaped by nature of disruption and the corresponding scale and complexity
 Systems of growth will majorly be inter-enterprise and/or inter-industry use cases, expect a few contained intra-enterprise use cases 

Systems of Growth

 As organizations define and build the target operating model for systems of growth, they need to invest in four foundational capabilities:
 The capabilities that are needed to accelerate the systems of growth journey includes investments in Talent and IP/enablers, Event-driven 

system – ecosystem orchestration, Stakeholder journey maps (Re-imagine) and Data-driven operations – process maps

Target investment areas

Disruptions

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages

This report explores the drivers for organizations adopting a systems of growth thinking. The main focus here is given on revenue-enablement mindset for IT organizations as drivers for 
systems of growth thinking, forming business case for systems of growth approach and the operationalizing systems of growth through investments in data, platform, customer journeys, 
process maps, and ecosystem.

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:
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Enterprise technology strategy is being challenged by two forms of disruption Enterprise technology is now expanding to enable collaboration with network 
participants

The funding framework for this platform-based operating model is top-line impact, 
the reduction in TCO is incidental but not the core driver – retirements example

As organizations define and build the target operating model for systems of growth, 
they need to invest in four foundational capabilities

Time

1
2

3

4

Data-driven operations – process 
maps
Infuse data and intelligence into 
business operations by taking 
advantage of democratized data 
and AI/ML technologies from 
hyperscalers.

Talent and IP/enablers
Shift right on talent: build the right skills, in 
the right quantity, in the right configuration, 
at the right place, at right costs. Talent 
empowered with domain and process 
transformation enabler assets (e.g., thought 
leadership assets, design-thinking tools, 
and maturity models) will drive productivity. Stakeholder journey maps (Re-imagine)

Create stakeholder journey maps that extend beyond 
the banking operations touchpoints to adapt to the 
outside-in and inside-out disruptions establish vision 
for targeted end-to-end customer experiences.

Event-driven system – ecosystem orchestration
Configurable architecture with all the building blocks of the systems that 
can respond to events generated within and outside the enterprise 
boundaries. The need to balance the build versus buy mandate. 

What capabilities are needed to accelerate the systems of 
growth journey?

The point of reference of looking at the disruption makes it inside-out versus outside-in. Enterprises need to track and respond to disruption 
happening both inside and outside their defined industry boundaries.

!!OUTSIDE-IN
DISRUPTION

INSIDE-OUT 
DISRUPTION

This study investigates the motivations behind systems of growth thinking adoption in enterprises with 
emphasis on revenue-enablement attitude for IT businesses as systems of growth thinking drivers and 
adoptions; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Age of 
inform

ation
Age of 

ecosystem
s

Software used for integrated management of 
business data and process 

Derive insights Optimize processes

ERP Network Resource Planning (NRP)

Record data

Distributed technology 
paradigms

Boundaryless stakeholder
experience

Shared value via industry 
co-operation

Distributed software network that serves as the common foundation 
for simultaneous, multi-party management of data and process

Ad
op

tio
n

We are here

Business case for platform adoption:
 Increase market shared by 150-200 

basis points

 Faster time-to-market 

 Enhance experience for all 
stakeholders across the ecosystem 

 Self-funded model through new 
revenue streams (e.g., financial 
wellness and advisory)

Pivoting to a platform-based operating model goes beyond cost savings and helps achieve agility and superior experience

Impact of modernization of recordkeeping systems on recordkeeper’s technology and operations cost structure
2021; US$ million

IT infrastructure cost

4,300-4,700

IT application cost

Operations cost

500-520

Baseline technology 
and operations cost

Cost savings realized on system 
modernization across infra+apps+ops

Cost incurred 
in adopting 

cloud

Future 
technology and 
operations cost

45-55% lower 
technology and 

operations cost base

2,100-2,400

60-70%
reduction

50-60%
reduction

55-65%
reduction
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